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Tranzap Recognized as a Top Software
Development Company
DENVER and HOUSTON − April 11, 2013 - Transzap, Inc.,
the parent company of Oildex, the pioneer developer
of cloud-based smart information management solutions for the energy industry, is pleased to announce it
was selected by the Denver Business Journal as one of
the top Denver-area software development companies.
Based on revenue, Transzap was ranked the top sixth
software developer in the region. A series of strategic
growth initiatives executed by the company’s Board of
Directors and President and CEO, Richard Slack, contributed to Transzap’s revenue growth and achievement.
In addition to its heritage as a leading energy industry
technology service provider, over the course of the
last year, specifically, Transzap bolstered its position
as a technology leader. The company developed and
released new products to the market, closed hundreds of new customers and processed record data
transactions through its system. Furthermore, Transzap
remains compliant with industry data standards and
data processing assurances and delivers clear value to
its customers through its financial data platform.
“Transzap is delighted to be recognized as one of the
top software development companies in the region,”
said Michael Corbett, Vice President Marketing of
Oildex. “This recognition is a testimony to Transzap’s
many accomplishments over the last year and is due
to the hard work and dedication of its team and the
company’s commitment to the oil and gas industry.”
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About Transzap, Inc.
Transzap, the parent company of Oildex, provides
smart information management and business process
automation Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions to
over 7,900 companies and 130,000 registered users
in the oil and natural gas industry. The Oildex suite of
services streamlines operations, enabling companies
to shift from paper-based processes to electronic, and
provides tools for companies to track and understand
their transactions in near-real time. Currently available
services include: digital and scanned invoice processing (Spendworks™), business intelligence (Trendx™),
owner/producer relations data posting (Owner Relations Connect™), check stub reporting (Checkstub
Connect™ - CDEX), scanned check stub reporting
(CDEX Complete™), joint interest bill processing (JIB
Connect™), scanned JIB processing (JIB Complete™),
budget creation and approval (AFEworks™), crude oil
data exchange (Run Ticket Connect™ - CODE), and
production and sales volume reporting. Transzap has
offices in Denver and Houston. For more information,
please visit www.transzap.com or www.oildex.com.
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